The unfortunate thing about the internet is that it seems like many people are hasty to dismiss new things based on old, outdated information. For example, pictures of celebrities taken decades ago are often viewed as "too old" or "not appealing" but for some reason this same criteria (based on the presumption that older photographs are automatically bad) does not apply to classic films. As a result,
some films that might be worth watching turn out to be deceivingly unavailable for streaming or download. Fortunately, there are some people who have taken it upon themselves to counter-balance the spread of outdated information through an open source approach. Their mission is to share links to legal, free streaming film links. Their website is called Online Movies Net and you're invited to check
it out. If you are looking for "The Scorpion King 2: Rise of a Warrior" then please note that this page was created in 2016 based on information shared on IMDb.com which publishes its own list of top 100 films as per vote by its users. The votes are counted annually with the latest list published in January 2017. At the time of writing, not all of the films were available for streaming.
https://www.imdb.com/list/ls05171212?order=1&sort=top_rating_date&ts_context=topics%2Ffilms%2Fthe-scorpion-king-2-rise-of-a-warrior If you do find that a film is not available for free streaming, please email me at: [email protected]. Thank you for your interest! LIANJIE (Jet Li) is a member of the Han Dynasty Imperial Guard who has sworn to protect his emperor. When his brother, an
officer in the army, is kidnapped by slave traders, Lianjie goes after him to rescue him. He comes across a group of slaves who are about to be massacred by the evil Melchidec (Mark Dacascos), but stops them at the last minute. One of them happens to be his brother, and he frees him with the help of slave girl Xing Xing (Kelly Hu). Later, Melchidec orders his men to attack Lianjie, but the slave girl
takes the blame instead. Lianjie recognizes her as Xing Xing and they immediately fall in love. Lianjie kills all of Melchidec's men, including his brother. He then leads the slaves to freedom. The film has scored 32% with an average rating of 6.2 out of 10 on the Internet Movie Database with over 100 votes. The site also offers a quote from Jet Li in which he says that he would like to see "The
Scorpion King 2" which is confusing because it's not listed on IMDb.
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